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**Title:** Commissioner of Internal Revenue vs. Transitions Optical Philippines, Inc.: Void
Tax Assessment and Doctrine of Estoppel

**Facts:**
Transitions Optical Philippines, Inc. (Transitions Optical) was audited for its 2004 internal
revenue taxes upon receiving a Letter of Authority on April 28, 2006. Subsequently, two
Waivers of the Defense of Prescription were allegedly executed to extend the audit period;
the  first,  to  June  20,  2008,  and  the  second,  to  November  30,  2008.  A  Preliminary
Assessment  Notice  (PAN)  was  issued  on  November  11,  2008,  followed  by  a  Final
Assessment Notice (FAN) and Formal Letter of Demand (FLD) on November 28, 2008,
assessing Transitions Optical for deficiency taxes amounting to P19,701,849.68 for 2004.
Transitions Optical filed a protest, claiming the demand had already prescribed.

Years later, without adequate resolution, Transitions Optical filed a Petition for Review
before the Court of Tax Appeals (CTA), challenging the validity of the waivers and the
timeliness of the tax assessment. The CTA found the waivers defective and void due to non-
compliance with Revenue Memorandum Order No. 20-90 and Revenue Delegation Authority
Order No. 05-01, particularly for lacking a notarized written authority and not indicating the
Bureau of Internal Revenue’s (BIR’s) acceptance date.

**Issues:**
1. Whether the Waivers of the Defense of Prescription were valid.
2. Whether the tax assessment against Transitions Optical had prescribed.

**Court’s Decision:**
The  Supreme  Court  denied  the  petition,  affirming  the  CTA’s  decision  to  cancel  the
deficiency tax assessments.

1. **Validity of Waivers:** The Court recognized the application of the doctrine of estoppel
against Transitions Optical for not raising the waivers’ invalidity at the earliest opportunity
and for benefiting from the extended audit  periods they provided.  However,  it  equally
acknowledged the BIR’s fault in accepting the defective waivers.

2. **Prescription of Tax Assessment:** Even though Transitions Optical was estopped from
questioning the waivers’ validity, the Supreme Court held the assessment void because it
was served beyond the extended period, with the FAN and FLD mailed on December 4,
2008, beyond the extended waiver period ending November 30, 2008.
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**Doctrine:**
– **Estoppel Against a Taxpayer:** Estoppel applies against a taxpayer who delayed raising
the issue of a representative’s authority to execute waivers of the defense of prescription
and benefited from the extended time to comply with BIR’s audit requirements. However, a
tax assessment served beyond the agreed extended period is void.
–  **Validity  of  Tax Assessment:**  The validity  of  a  tax  assessment  is  contingent  upon
compliance with the prescribed statutory period or the period extended via valid waivers. A
FAN and FLD mailed beyond such period render the assessment void for being issued
beyond the prescribed or agreed period.

**Class Notes:**
– **Doctrine of Estoppel in Taxation:** Taxpayers may be estopped from challenging the
validity of waivers if they benefited from the extensions and did not object at the earliest
opportunity.

– **Prescriptive Period for Tax Assessment – NIRC Sections 203 and 222:** The National
Internal Revenue Code provides a three-year period from the filing of a return for the BIR to
assess internal revenue taxes, extendable by mutual agreement but within strict procedural
requirements.

– **Significance of FAN over PAN:** While a PAN informs a taxpayer of initial findings and
does not demand payment, a FAN contains a computation of tax liabilities and a demand for
payment, thereby starting the accrual of penalties and interests against the taxpayer if
unpaid.

**Historical Background:**
The case underscores the tension between the BIR’s authority to assess and collect taxes
and  the  taxpayer’s  rights  to  procedural  due  diligence  and  timeliness.  It  reflects  the
judiciary’s role in ensuring the balance of these interests, emphasizing the importance of
adherence to statutory and procedural requirements for the validity of tax assessments and
the principle of estoppel in legal proceedings.


